
Biological Physics and Fluid Dynamics (M24)

Professor R.E. Goldstein

This course will provide an overview of the physics and fluid dynamics of living systems, with an
emphasis on their mathematical description. The range of subjects and approaches, from phe-
nomenology to detailed calculations, will be of interest to students from applied mathematics,
physics, and computational biology.

The topics to be covered span the range of length scales from molecular to ecological, with
emphasis on key paradigms. They include:

• Microscopic Physics –van der Waals forces, screened electrostatics, interactions of ex-
tended bodies;

• Fluctuations and Brownian Motion –Equipartition, fluctuating continuous objects, diffu-
sion, polymers and entropic forces;

• Biological Filaments –differential geometry, elasticity, constraints, variational principles,
elastohydrodynamics, instabilities;

• Membranes –differential geometry, Helfrich model, fluctuations, shapes and shape trans-
formations;

• Cellular Motion –cell swimming, flagella and low-Re locomotion, hydrodynamic interac-
tions;

• Biological Pattern Formation –chemical kinetics, reaction-diffusion systems, Turing insta-
bility, chemotaxis.

Prerequisites

Statistical physics, fluid mechanics, electromagnetism, and dynamical systems constitute the
appropriate background for this course.
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Additional support

Four examples sheets will be provided and four associated examples classes will be given. There
will be a revision class in the Easter Term.
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